FRED RICHARDS PARK MASTER PLAN

Moving, resting, and exploring in a natural environment will create a healthier community.

Restore Nature’s Role
Ecosystem services are a critical part of the city’s infrastructure that will be re-stored.

Create Pathways for Play + Health
Moving, resting, and exploring in a natural environment will create a healthier community.

Invite the Whole Community
Providing year-round access, activities, and spaces for all of Edina’s residents to build community and pride.

Major Themes
- Nature Bank
- The Great Lawn
- The Loop
- Neighborhood Park
- Central Green

CONFLUENCE RSPDREAMBOX
The Great Lawn serves as a flexible recreational space for a variety of activities. Below are just some of the field arrangements for different activities:

- Adult Soccer (360' x 225')
- Youth Soccer (150' x 120')
- Ultimate Frisbee (360' x 120')
- Lacrosse (330' x 189')
- Special Event
- Open/Unprogrammed
CENTRAL GREEN

basketball
unique playground
swings
rec "room"
lawn games
small stage/ yoga deck
Hammock grove
pickleball
the Front Lawn
the Clubhouse